Caching systems using the Least Recently Used (LRU) principle have now become ubiquitous. A fundamental question for these systems is whether the cache space should be pooled together or divided to serve multiple flows of data item requests in order to minimize the miss probabilities. In this paper, we show that there is no straight yes or no answer to this question, and depends on complex combinations of critical factors, including, e.g., request rates, overlapped data items across different request flows, data item popularities and their sizes. To this end, we characterize the performance of multiple flows of data item requests under resource pooling and separation when the cache size is large.
MAIN RESULT
The current engineering practice for deciding resource pooling or separation to optimize LRU caching presents a dilemma. On the one hand, a shared cache space that provides sufficiently high hit ratios for multiple flows of data item requests can improve the utilization of the system, especially when a data item brought into cache by one flow can be directly used by the other. On the other hand, resource separation facilitates capacity planning and ensures Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). adequate quality of service for each of the flows. This dilemma only scratches the surface. In fact, four critical factors jointly impact the cache miss probabilities, including request rates, overlapped data items across different request flows, data item popularities and their sizes. Depending on the setting, it may be better to pool or separate the cache.
To systematically investigate this problem, we theoretically characterize the asymptotic overall miss ratios achieved by resource pooling and the optimal separation method under a large class of heavy-tailed popularity distributions, e.g., Zipf's distributions, when the cache sizes tend to infinity. Our results demonstrate the complexity of the optimal strategy: resource pooling can be asymptotically equal to, better or worse than separation, respectively. For practical insights, the following engineering implications can be derived for typical systems with large caching spaces under different settings, when reducing the overall miss ratio is the main goal.
1) Resource pooling and separation are asymptotically equal
The optimal resource separation scheme is believed to be better than pooling for caching systems. However, it is not clear whether the difference is significant or not when the cache size is large. For multiple disjoint flows of requests with (nearly) identical item sizes, we show that the overall miss ratio achieved by resource pooling is asymptotically equal to that achieved by the optimal separation method, due to the self-organizing behavior of LRU caching.
2) Separation is better than pooling Interestingly, when the data item sizes are very different among multiple disjoint flows of data item requests, we show that the optimal resource separation can achieve lower overall miss ratios than resource pooling under certain conditions.
3) Pooling is better than separation
If the data item request rates or the popularities are time-varying, a static separation method cannot always achieve the optimal overall miss ratio. However, due to the self-organizing behavior, resource pooling adaptively adjusts to the optimal allocation, as long as the request rates and the popularities are relatively stable during the adjusting periods. Moreover, if there exist overlapped data items across these flows, the asymptotic miss ratio of each individual flow can be lower under resource pooling than under the optimal separation method when the popularities, the request rates, and the amount of overlapped data items satisfy specific conditions.
We conduct extensive simulations and successfully validate all of the theoretical results. These results provide new insights that can potentially further improve the performance of caching systems in real practice. The details are presented in the full paper [1] .
